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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.40 decadent sugar-free recipes, from cakes to cookies and pies
to muffins are at your disposal so you don t have to reach for that bar of chocolate or that candy
next time you crave for something sweet. The amount of sugar found in food nowadays is
staggering! If we were to compare our diet today and the diet of our ancestors the conclusion
would be that we consume dozens of times more sugar. In these conditions, there is no wonder that
often our system fails and it breaks into what doctors consider the diseases of the century - type II
diabetes, obesity and heart problems. This book focuses mostly on desserts that have no refined
sugar added and most recipes in fact don t require any other processed sweetener either. Instead,
the place of the sweetener has been taken by healthy additions, fresh fruits or interesting flavour
combinations so those of you who give these recipes a try have nothing to lose, but only to gain!
Simply bake yourself a batch of these and snack on desserts that are both delicious and...
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Reviews
The book is simple in read safer to comprehend. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. You wont truly feel monotony at
anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you request me).
-- Brannon Koch
Comprehensive guide for publication lovers. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and valuable. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Rowan Gerlach II
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